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These questions are designed to help you clarify what you love, what you are passionate
about, and what you want to achieve in your life.
Answer them honestly – only you will be looking at them. Be bold with your answers.
Once completed, review your answers and notice patterns, similar responses, repeated
words; they will likely lead you to your passion.
1. What makes you smile?
2. What makes you leap out of bed in the morning?
3. What are you doing when you feel invincible?
4. What do people thank you for most often?
5. On what subject(s) do people ask you for advice?
6. What are you really good at doing? What are your
precious gifts?
7. Who do you look up to? Who are your mentors?
Who inspires you? Why?

8. When was the last time you over-delivered on something?
What was it, and why did you work so hard?
9. When was the last time you were in a state of flow, in
the zone and totally lost track of time? What were you
doing?
10. Imagine that you won the lottery. How will you spend
tomorrow?
11. What would you do if you knew you could not fail?
12. What topics do you find yourself continuously
arguing or defending with others?
13. What are you most afraid of for the next generation,
whether you have kids or not?
14. What do you love helping people with? How do
you most commonly help others?
15. What’s your favorite section in the bookstore?
What’s the first magazine you pick up at the
newsstand?
16. When was the last time you couldn’t sleep because
you were so excited about what you were working
on?
17. If you trusted that your art (your creativity) would
support your life financially, how would you live?
Richly, sparsely, where?

18. Of all your current work roles, what would you gladly
do for free?
19. If you were able to attend your own funeral, what would
you want to hear people say?
20. What do you want to be remembered for - what mark
do you want to have put on the world?
21. What do your friends always tell you you’d be good
at, that you should do for a living (i.e. “he’d make a
great...”)? If you don’t remember, ask them.
22. What are you naturally curious about?
23. When you have a free hour to surf the Internet,
what do you explore?
24. Think back to when you were 5 or 10 years old. What
did you want to be when you grew up? Anything
goes. What skills and metaphors do these represent
(i.e. pilot may be a symbol for exploration)?
25. If you could write a book to help the world
that is guaranteed to be a best seller,
what would the title be? What’s it about?
26. What careers do you dream about? What jobs
do others have that you wish were yours?

27. What dream jobs or businesses can you imagine that would firmly embody your core
beliefs about the world?
28. What revolution do you want to lead?

Here’s to living with passion!
Now that you know what your passion is, decide to pursue it!
Ralph Waldo Emerson said,
“Once you make a decision, the universe conspires to make it happen.”
Let the universe help you! Don’t deny your passion; don’t turn away from it.
Don’t let fear or any other obstacle stand in the way of it. Embrace your passion,
get energized about it, and use your passion as a tool of strength!
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